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MASTER BOAT BUILDER

DAVID HENRY PARK spent all of his life in Lark Harbour, and most of that time he was around
boats, or in them.  A son of David Park and Eunice Anne Quick, he married Florence Elizabeth

Wheeler, daughter of John Walter Wheeler and Gertrude Mary Sheppard.  He was a tall, impressive
man, whose adult life was given to fishing and the other essential skill for those in that business, the
construction and maintenance of those items without which no fisherman could exist — boats.

In Dave’s younger days, pretty well all inshore fishermen built their boats themselves, mostly
using local timber which they sought out and cut not too far from home.  Fibreglass boats were of
course unheard of back then, and would have been costly beyond the reach of most inshore
fishermen.  However most fishermen were also expert carpenters, and it was not unusual to see a
collection of spruce knees being seasoned in the yard in readiness for a dory-building project perhaps
during the following winter.  Most of the lumber for Dave’s new boat was cut on Lark Harbour
Head.  But he was not content with building a dory, although that would be a major challenge for
many of us: no, Dave built larger boats, and in 1977, at the age of 70, when most people are thinking
about taking life easy, he set himself the challenge of building yet one more.

On a fine spring day, Dave and his assistant prepare to put
one more board in place on the hull.
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He was often to be seen at his little slipway and stage just across the road from his house at
the start of the steep little lane known today as “Park and Youden Road”.  He was proud of his work,
and it was obvious that he enjoyed it.  He was always willing to answer a few questions from a 
clueless novice like myself when asked about some of the mystical techniques involved in the time-
honoured craft of boat building, such as lap (clinker) or butt (carvel) hull construction.  Dave’s boat
was, as the above picture shows, constructed with butt or carvel planking which, I discovered,
provides a stronger result, useful when you consider the sea conditions a boat may need to withstand
in the waters around Newfoundland.

  

Here we see clear evidence of the amount of work that goes into a boat.  This one has some
30 ribs, each needing to be cut and shaped precisely, and each one slightly different from the
one next to it.  The hull is probably the trickiest, but also the most important part of the boat.
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It is a mausy day, but the boat is decked, cabined, painted, and ready to be launched.
The launching was a community effort, with quite a number of people present,

including two young onlookers.

The launching proceeded under the supervision of Dave (R of centre, with green cap).
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Can you name anyone in these pictures?
They were all taken in 1977, so everyone is now about 35 years older!!!
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She floated perfectly . . . Was there ever a prettier sight in Lark Harbour?
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